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托福写作经典范文 

 
1. Do you agree or disagree that progress is always good? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your answer.   

 

Who would disagree with the statement “progress is good”? Without 

progress , there would be no change. Without progress, there would be no 

change in our economy, our standard of living, or our health.   

Progress is required to keep the economy moving forward. New products 

need to be developed; new services need to be created. Without progress, 

our economy would stand still. There would be no change. Without 

progress, there would be no supermarkets with fress produce brought in 

from all over the world.   

Progress is required to improve our standard of living. Our homes today are 

more efficient and use less natural resources thanks to improvement in 

home construction techniques. Our clothes are warmer and safer thanks to 

developments in textile manufacturing. Our educational system is better 

thanks to the use of the computers and the Internet.   

Progress is required to improve the heath of the world population. Without 

progress, there would be no vaccines against deadly diseases like smallpox. 

Without progress, there would be increased infant mortality. Thanks to 

progress, our lives are longer and healthier.   

Progress is a natural state. Without it, we would not evolve. Without it, our 

economy, our standard of living, and our health would deteriorate. Who 

could deny the necessity of progress.   

 

2. Your city has decided to build a statue or monument to honor a famous 

person in your country. Who would you choose? Use reasons and specific 

examples to support your choice.       
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If my city has decided to build a statue to honor a famous person in my 

country, I would choose a late singer, Teresa Teng. She was born in 1950s, 

and died of a severe asthma attack at age 41 in May 1995 while holidaying 

in Chiang Mai, Thailand, triggering an outpouring of grief among her 

legions of fans in Asia and elsewhere. During her brilliant stage career, 

favored by fans all over Asia, she moved millions of people. Her famous 

songs include "sweet", "story of small town", and "the moon represents my 

heart", etc.    

It was said that it was her who introduced several generations in China to a 

certain field of popular music. Her songs have accompanied the growth and 

development of many people in   China. In the home of  these 

generations' soul, her sweet voice has become immortal beauty and 

memory. Although she's gone, her sound of singing has never vanished. 

She is constantly commemorated; from Beijing to Taipei, Hong Kong to  

Singapore, her ubiquitous fans observe her commemoration from time to 

time, cherishing her incredible beauty, and her voice that sounds to come 

from heaven. Her sweet songs made her a legend, and are still regularly 

heard on radio, and continue to have a following in Chinese communities 

all over the world.    

She should be remembered not only because of her beauty and voice, but 

also because of her great charity. She founded "Teresa Teng Foundation" 

during her lifetime. The purpose of the foundation is to cultivate and 

support gifted artists, and at the same time the foundation includes a trust 

to distribute scholarship to make sure that art students have opportunities 

to accomplish what they actually can. Every year, The Teresa Teng 

Foundation also send a great amount of money as a charity to help 

homeless children. And these activities are supported by her fans all over 

the world.   
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